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Grill in 3D and cook more.
Idea born at a backyard campfire.

At Long-Stanton, we have seen ideas come from 
just about anywhere you could imagine. In the 
case of the Vertigrille, it came from a combination 
of the impatience of Dan Fulford’s sons’ grilling 

hot dogs in their backyard, the applied expertise of 
Invention City, who brings these type of concepts to the 

market place, and Long Stanton Manufacturing’s experience and 
ability to produce it.

The Vertigrille was presented to us as the ultimate utensil for those who love to grill out but don’t always have enough 
space on their grill. Sometimes, they are just not happy with the �nal results from their traditional grill. 

“It was a challenge.” commented Long Stanton President, Marvin Cunningham, “but we understood 
the concept and knew we had the experience with the material to make the high performance 
progressive die, and the stamping machines that could produce the �nal product.” Marvin continued 
“Our team assisted with adapting the design to improve its manufacturability. The result is a 9” x 3.4” 
x 0.75” base. Or for the grilling (and smoker) a�cionados, 30 square inches of perfect outdoor cooking 
�exibility. When the 3.75” skewers are attached, the capacity and �exibility is unlimited - wings, ribs, 
hot dogs and veggies and we are sure that you can think of many more uses.

Long Stanton concludes our full service o�ering by assembling the Vertigrille and skewers, and packages the contents for 
shipment. The Vertigrille should arrive to the market soon. 

“Long Stanton kept us in business.” The ultimate compliment.

In May, Long-Stanton was approached by Eyelite, a manufacturer of Optometry/Ophthalmology 
equipment, after their European supplier “closed their doors without warning” leaving them with 
no inventory and orders for 600 units that they could not ful�ll. 

To make matters worse, Eyelite had previously approached several US manufacturers who told 
them that they were not interested in making low volume parts (10,000 EAU). 

The part, which is the diameter of a silver dollar, stabilizes and centers the light that the optometrist/ophthalmologists use 
to look into your eye during an examination. It is critical for the operation of the examination equipment and has to be cut 
and bent perfectly to both �t in the equipment and position the light where it needed to be directed.

Their old supplier had used a progressive die to make this part. However, they did not release the tool and Eyelite could not 
a�ord to wait for a new tool to be designed and built. Long Stanton went to work and found both a short term and long 
term solution for them.

Short term: We pulled our team together and began discussing how we could produce the necessary forming and program-
ming of our Trump 20/20 to make the 600 parts needed. The parts were delivered on time, saving their orders and exceed-
ing expectations.

Long term: We are currently building a progressive die at our facility in West Chester, Ohio. In addition to a much lower 
piece price and reduced lead times, Eyelite will bene�t from Long-Stanton’s lifetime tool maintenance guarantee. We look 
forward to working with Eyelite for decades to come. 
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